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### Part One

#### SESSION 1  QUANTITATIVE IMAGE ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9784 02</td>
<td>Multi-voxel algorithm for quantitative bi-exponential MRI T1 estimation [9784-1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 03</td>
<td>Automatic coronary lumen segmentation with partial volume modeling improves lesions' hemodynamic significance assessment [9784-2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 04</td>
<td>Contour tracking and probabilistic segmentation of tissue phase mapping MRI [9784-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 05</td>
<td>Automatic detection of cardiovascular risk in CT attenuation correction maps in Rb-82 PET/CTs [9784-4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 06</td>
<td>Combining the boundary shift integral and tensor-based morphometry for brain atrophy estimation [9784-5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SESSION 2  KEYNOTE AND DIFFUSION MRI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9784 07</td>
<td>Image-processing pipelines: applications in magnetic resonance histology (Keynote Paper) [9784-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 08</td>
<td>Autotract: automatic cleaning and tracking of fibers [9784-7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 09</td>
<td>Supervised hub-detection for brain connectivity [9784-8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 0A</td>
<td>Coresets vs clustering: comparison of methods for redundancy reduction in very large white matter fiber sets [9784-9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SESSION 3  COMPUTATIONAL ANATOMY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9784 0B</td>
<td>Enhanced cortical thickness measurements for rodent brains via Lagrangian-based RK4 streamline computation [9784-10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9784 0C</td>
<td>Anatomy-aware measurement of segmentation accuracy [9784-11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Automatic segmentation and statistical shape modeling of the paranasal sinuses to estimate natural variations [9784-12]

Combining multi-atlas segmentation with brain surface estimation [9784-13]

Automated segmentation of upper digestive tract from abdominal contrast-enhanced CT data using hierarchical statistical modeling of organ interrelations [9784-14]

SESSION 4  SEGMENTATION: BRAIN

Segmentation and labeling of the ventricular system in normal pressure hydrocephalus using patch-based tissue classification and multi-atlas labeling [9784-15]

Generation and evaluation of an ultra-high-field atlas with applications in DBS planning [9784-16]

The bumps on the hippocampus [9784-17]

Unsupervised fetal cortical surface parcellation [9784-18]

SESSION 5  IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

Geodesic denoising for optical coherence tomography images [9784-19]

Combined self-learning based single-image super-resolution and dual-tree complex wavelet transform denoising for medical images [9784-20]

Sinogram smoothing and interpolation via alternating projections onto the slope and curvature constraints [9784-21]

A novel structured dictionary for fast processing of 3D medical images, with application to computed tomography restoration and denoising [9784-22]

SESSION 6  SHAPE

Landmark based shape analysis for cerebellar ataxia classification and cerebellar atrophy pattern visualization [9784-24]

Multi-object model-based multi-atlas segmentation for rodent brains using dense discrete correspondences [9784-25]

Fast correspondences for statistical shape models of brain structures [9784-26]

Robust group-wise rigid registration of point sets using t-mixture model [9784-27]

Multi-region statistical shape model for cochlear implantation [9784-28]
Whole abdominal wall segmentation using augmented active shape models (AASM) with multi-atlas label fusion and level set [9784-29]

SESSION 7 MOTION/REGISTRATION

Image-based navigation for functional endoscopic sinus surgery using structure from motion [9784-30]

Coronary calcium visualization using dual energy chest radiography with sliding organ registration [9784-31]

Combined registration and motion correction of longitudinal retinal OCT data [9784-32]

Effects of spatial resolution on image registration [9784-33]

Non-rigid contour-to-pixel registration of photographic and quantitative light-induced fluorescence imaging of decalcified teeth [9784-34]

SESSION 8 MACHINE LEARNING

Slide-specific models for segmentation of differently stained digital histopathology whole slide images [9784-35]

Relative value of diverse brain MRI and blood-based biomarkers for predicting cognitive decline in the elderly [9784-36]

Measuring glomerular number from kidney MRI images [9784-37]

Response monitoring using quantitative ultrasound methods and supervised dictionary learning in locally advanced breast cancer [9784-38]

Deeply learnt hashing forests for content based image retrieval in prostate MR images [9784-39]

High-throughput mouse phenotyping using non-rigid registration and robust principal component analysis [9784-40]

SESSION 9 MODEL-BASED IMAGE ANALYSIS AND IMAGE SYNTHESIS

On the fallacy of quantitative segmentation for T1-weighted MRI [9784-41]

Computed tomography synthesis from magnetic resonance images in the pelvis using multiple random forests and auto-context features [9784-42]

Endoscopic-CT: learning-based photometric reconstruction for endoscopic sinus surgery [9784-43]
Framework for quantitative evaluation of 3D vessel segmentation approaches using vascular phantoms in conjunction with 3D landmark localization and registration [9784-44]

Learning from redundant but inconsistent reference data: anatomical views and measurements for fetal brain screening [9784-45]

SESSION 10 SEGMENTATION

Breast segmentation in MRI using Poisson surface reconstruction initialized with random forest edge detection [9784-46]

Simultaneous segmentation of retinal surfaces and microcystic macular edema in SDOCT volumes [9784-47]

A generative model for segmentation of tumor and organs-at-risk for radiation therapy planning of glioblastoma patients [9784-48]

Optimal retinal cyst segmentation from OCT images [9784-49]

Simultaneous macula detection and optic disc boundary segmentation in retinal fundus images [9784-50]

Structural functional associations of the orbit in thyroid eye disease: Kalman filters to track extraocular rectal muscles [9784-51]

SESSION 11 CLASSIFICATION/POPULATION

Quality assurance using outlier detection on an automatic segmentation method for the cerebellar peduncles [9784-52]

A learning-based, fully automatic liver tumor segmentation pipeline based on sparsely annotated training data [9784-53]

SVM-based failure detection of GHT localizations [9784-54]

Embedded sparse representation of fMRI data via group-wise dictionary optimization [9784-55]

Genome-wide association study of coronary and aortic calcification in lung cancer screening CT [9784-56]

SESSION 12 REGISTRATION

Automatic localization of landmark sets in head CT images with regression forests for image registration initialization [9784-57]

Semi-automated registration of pre- and intra-operative liver CT for image-guided interventions [9784-58]
Evaluation of body-wise and organ-wise registrations for abdominal organs

3D prostate MR-TRUS non-rigid registration using dual optimization with volume-preserving constraint

Robust endoscopic pose estimation for intraoperative organ-mosaicking

The heritability of the functional connectome is robust to common nonlinear registration methods

POSTER SESSION: CLASSIFICATION AND MACHINE LEARNING

Mutual information criterion for feature selection with application to classification of breast microcalcifications

Single trial classification for the categories of perceived emotional facial expressions: an event-related fMRI study

Template-based automatic extraction of the joint space of foot bones from CT scan

Tissue classification of large-scale multi-site MR data using fuzzy k-nearest neighbor method

Texture analysis for survival prediction of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma patients with neoadjuvant chemotherapy

Learning-based landmarks detection for osteoporosis analysis

2D image classification for 3D anatomy localization: employing deep convolutional neural networks

Neural network-based visual body weight estimation for drug dosage finding

Localization of skeletal and aortic landmarks in trauma CT data based on the discriminative generalized Hough transform

Supervised novelty detection in brain tissue classification with an application to white matter hyperintensities

A Bayesian framework for early risk prediction in traumatic brain injury (Cum Laude Poster Award)

Part Two

HT-BONE: a graphical user interface for the identification of bone profiles in CT images via extended Hough transform
GBM heterogeneity characterization by radiomic analysis of phenotype anatomical planes [9784-75]

A framework for classification and segmentation of branch retinal artery occlusion in SD-OCT [9784-76]

Segmentation techniques evaluation based on a single compact breast mass classification scheme [9784-77]

Combining population and patient-specific characteristics for prostate segmentation on 3D CT images [9784-78]

Patch forest: a hybrid framework of random forest and patch-based segmentation [9784-79]

Automated detection of retinal landmarks for the identification of clinically relevant regions in fundus photography [9784-80]

Automatic basal slice detection for cardiac analysis [9784-81]

POSTER SESSION: SEGMENTATION

Guidewire path tracking and segmentation in 2D fluoroscopic time series using device paths from previous frames [9784-82]

Pancreas and cyst segmentation [9784-83]

Fast global interactive volume segmentation with regional supervoxel descriptors [9784-84]

Automated 3D renal segmentation based on image partitioning [9784-85]

3D transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) prostate segmentation based on optimal feature learning framework [9784-86]

Accurate airway segmentation based on intensity structure analysis and graph-cut [9784-87]

Random forest classification of large volume structures for visuo-haptic rendering in CT images [9784-88]

Active appearance model and deep learning for more accurate prostate segmentation on MRI [9784-89]

Automated segmentation of MS lesions in FLAIR, DIR and T2-w MR images via an information theoretic approach [9784-90]

Lung vessel segmentation in CT images using graph-cuts [9784-91]

Enhancing a diffusion algorithm for 4D image segmentation using local information [9784-92]
9784 2M  Precise renal artery segmentation for estimation of renal vascular dominant regions [9784-93]

9784 2N  An SPM12 extension for multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation [9784-94]

9784 2O  A neural network approach to lung nodule segmentation [9784-95]

9784 2P  Loosely coupled level sets for retinal layers and drusen segmentation in subjects with dry age-related macular degeneration [9784-96]

9784 2Q  Self-correcting multi-atlas segmentation [9784-97]

9784 2R  Improving cerebellar segmentation with statistical fusion [9784-98]

9784 2S  Automatic brain tumor segmentation with a fast Mumford-Shah algorithm [9784-99]

9784 2T  Cellular image segmentation using n-agent cooperative game theory [9784-100]

9784 2U  Cochlea segmentation using iterated random walks with shape prior [9784-101]

9784 2V  A novel 3D graph cut based co-segmentation of lung tumor on PET-CT images with Gaussian mixture models [9784-102]

9784 2W  Automatic co-segmentation of lung tumor based on random forest in PET-CT images [9784-103]

9784 2X  A framework for probabilistic atlas-based organ segmentation [9784-104]

9784 2Y  Joint detection and segmentation of vertebral bodies in CT images by sparse representation error minimization [9784-105]

POSTER SESSION: SHAPE AND MODEL-BASED IMAGE ANALYSIS

9784 2Z  A method for mapping tissue volume model onto target volume using volumetric self-organizing deformable model [9784-106]

9784 30  Shape-based multifeature brain parcellation [9784-107]

9784 32  Estimation of aortic valve leaflets from 3D CT images using local shape dictionaries and linear coding [9784-109]

9784 33  Multi-level approach for statistical appearance models with probabilistic correspondences [9784-110]

9784 34  Shape complexes in continuous max-flow segmentation [9784-111]

9784 35  Automatic segmentation of 4D cardiac MR images for extraction of ventricular chambers using a spatio-temporal approach [9784-112]

9784 36  Interactive and scale invariant segmentation of the rectum/sigmoid via user-defined templates [9784-113]
Automatic segmentation of mammogram and tomosynthesis images [9784-114]

Automated separation of merged Langerhans islets [9784-115]

Quantitative comparison between the straight-forward and anatomical insertion technique for pedicle screw placement [9784-116]

Reconstruction of coronary artery centrelines from x-ray rotational angiography using a probabilistic mixture model [9784-117]

POSTER SESSION: DIFFUSION/FUNCTIONAL MRI AND BRAIN CONNECTIVITY

Rotationally invariant clustering of diffusion MRI data using spherical harmonics [9784-119]

Effects of EPI distortion correction pipelines on the connectome in Parkinson's Disease [9784-120]

Fitting parametric models of diffusion MRI in regions of partial volume [9784-121]

Motion correction for q-space imaging by multiple interleaved b0 images [9784-122]

Axonal diameter and density estimated with 7-Tesla hybrid diffusion imaging in transgenic Alzheimer rats [9784-123]

Segmentation of thalamus from MR images via task-driven dictionary learning [9784-124]

Finding significantly connected voxels based on histograms of connection strengths [9784-125]

Thalamus parcellation using multi-modal feature classification and thalamic nuclei priors [9784-126]

A 3D high resolution ex vivo white matter atlas of the common squirrel monkey (saimiri sciureus) based on diffusion tensor imaging [9784-127]

Fast and accurate simulations of diffusion-weighted MRI signals for the evaluation of acquisition sequences [9784-128]

BOLD delay times using group delay in sickle cell disease [9784-129]

POSTER SESSION: IMAGE RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT

Luminosity and contrast normalization in color retinal images based on standard reference image [9784-130]

A Shearlet-based algorithm for quantum noise removal in low-dose CT images [9784-131]

Glasses for 3D ultrasound computer tomography: phase compensation [9784-132]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proc. of SPIE Vol. 9784  978401-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 9784 3Q | Adaptive non-local means method for speckle reduction in ultrasound images [9784-133] |
| 9784 3R | Subject-specific patch-based denoising for contrast-enhanced cardiac MR images [9784-134] |
| 9784 3S | Calibration free beam hardening correction for cardiac CT perfusion imaging [9784-135] |
| 9784 3T | Temporal enhancement of two-dimensional color doppler echocardiography [9784-136] |
| 9784 3U | An adaptive undersampling scheme of wavelet-encoded parallel MR imaging for more efficient MR data acquisition [9784-137] |
| 9784 3V | Improve synthetic retinal OCT images with present of pathologies and textural information [9784-139] |

**POSTER SESSION: REGISTRATION**

| 9784 3W | Speeding up 3D speckle tracking using PatchMatch [9784-140] |
| 9784 3X | Respiration correction by clustering in ultrasound images [9784-141] |
| 9784 3Y | Demons versus level-set motion registration for coronary $^{18}$F-sodium fluoride PET [9784-142] |
| 9784 3Z | Deformable image registration for multimodal lung-cancer staging [9784-144] |
| 9784 40 | Improved B-spline image registration between exhale and inhale lung CT images based on intensity and gradient orientation information [9784-145] |
| 9784 41 | Unified registration framework for cumulative dose assessment in cervical cancer across external beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy [9784-146] |
| 9784 42 | Lung iodine mapping by subtraction with image registration allowing for tissue sliding [9784-147] |
| 9784 43 | Improved registration of DCE-MR images of the liver using a prior segmentation of the region of interest [9784-148] |
| 9784 44 | Precise anatomy localization in CT data by an improved probabilistic tissue type atlas [9784-149] |
| 9784 45 | A first step toward uncovering the truth about weight tuning in deformable image registration [9784-150] |
| 9784 46 | Multi-modality registration via multi-scale textural and spectral embedding representations [9784-151] |
| 9784 47 | Smart grid initialization reduces the computational complexity of multi-objective image registration based on a dual-dynamic transformation model to account for large anatomical differences [9784-152] |
9784-48 Accurate quantification of local changes for carotid arteries in 3D ultrasound images using convex optimization-based deformable registration [9784-153]

9784-49 FIRE: an open-software suite for real-time 2D/3D image registration for image guided radiotherapy research [9784-154]

9784-4A In-vivo cell tracking to quantify endothelial cell migration during zebrafish angiogenesis [9784-155]

9784-4B Deformable image registration with a featurelet algorithm: implementation as a 3D-slicer extension and validation [9784-156]
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